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A. Fill this sentences with the connect word above ! 

However    And     Also     but    because   or    However   but    yet    so    for   

besides   And   so  Or 

 

1. Crystal likes camping in the mountains. ……, Crystal is an experienced hiker. 

2. Alifa likes singing …… Syifa likes dancing. 

3. Joey lost a fortune in the stock market, ….. he still seems able to live quite 

comfortably. 

4. You can study hard for this exam …… you can fail. 

5. John plays basketball well, …… his favorite sport is badminton. 

6. Lisa has always been nervous in large gatherings, …… it is no surprise that he avoids 

crowds of his adoring fans. 

7. She does not have a sister. ……., she does have 4 brothers.  

8. I like many types of Spanish food. ……. example  ,Paella is one of my favorites. 

9. He is cleaver, ……. he is study hard.  

10. Andi is young and smart, …… he is funny. 

11. Alex is a man who knows his strengths. ……. he will give his best effort.  
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12. The day is raining, …… we can’t go anywhere. 

13. She is beautiful and smart. …….., she is poor. 

14. The teacher works in the afternoon. …….., he does not work in the morning.  

15. English is easy. ……… English is difficult. 

 

B. Make sentences that using transition signals or conjunction  

1.   However    6. Or    

2.   Besides    7. Also 

3. Because    8. Yet 

4. But     9. For 

5. So     10.  And 

 

C. Fill The Blank in Paragraph 

A. 

Therefore        Also         For example        Therefore        Furthermore  
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During my father's generation, the education system was very different. Back 

in those days, most schools were provided by the British. In those days, people had a 

better education than nowadays because teachers had different ways of teaching. Most 

of the students were taught by British native teachers. ( 1. ……..…………), they spoke 

better English and had high standards in English. ( 2. …..………..), they began learning 

English in primary school. ( 3. ……………….), all of the subjects were taught in 

English. The schools' rules were strictly followed, and they had punishment for every 

little thing. In my generation, the educational system was far different from my father's. 

( 4. ……………), all the subjects were taught in Burmese except for English. I myself 

and other students from my generation started to learn English in the fifth grade. In the 

fourth and eighth grades, the final exams are given by the state board of education, and 

in the tenth grade, the exam is a nation-wide exam. In each grade, we must pass every 

subject. Otherwise, we must repeat that particular grade. ( 5. ……………………), it is 

really hard to graduate from high school. After tenth grade, we can enter college. In the 

old days, there was no limit in choosing any major or professional field that we wanted. 

Things are not easy in my generation. The students have fewer opportunities to learn. 

B. 
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Also             so                because            Although             and  

Shopping at K-Mart enriches my vocabulary. (6. ……………….). I don't like 

spending money, I like shopping ( 7. ………………..) it gives me a chance to practice 

my English. K-Mart is the best place to practice. Since (because, as) it is a large store, 

there are many customer assistants who speak English fluently. I look for many items 

in the store, ( 8. ………………) in each area I find a different customer assistant who 

is eager to help me practice English. ( 9. ………………), I am careful to read the 

section names of the various parts of the store, ( 10. ………) I read the information on 

the packages of the items that I want to buy; in fact, every time I shop at K-Mart, I 

leave the store with some new words that increase my English vocabulary. 

 

 

From Many Ways To Teach Writing. (On The Other Hand) 

 

 

 

 

 

 


